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Instances of deprecated TBB Task API usage in Gaudi
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AvalancheSchedulerSvc
[ATLAS, ...]
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[ATLAS, ...]
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[?]

Common runtime pattern of usage:

1. Allocate memory for a task object of class T derived from the tbb::task class
2. Schedule the task with tbb::task::enqueue(T&)

https://software.intel.com/en-us/node/851749


Migrating to tbb::task_group
● tbb::task_group - “the higher among the lower” abstraction

○ required non-blocking semantics provided by tbb::task_group::run(Func&&)

● Advantages and disadvantages:
○ functors and lambda expressions as tasks, instead of deriving from tbb::task
○ cancelation of spawned tasks
○ more compact code
○ ~tbb::task_group() can throw and thus violate the noexcept contract of Gaudi components
○ tbb::task_group::run may put more strain on task stealing mode (scalability concerns?)

https://software.intel.com/en-us/node/506286
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● The approach already implemented in MR 1067 (note changes stat: +114, -226)
○ observing 1.5% improvement in scheduling overhead at 18 threads in one of the ATLAS scenarios
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https://gitlab.cern.ch/gaudi/Gaudi/-/merge_requests/1067
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 But, we are studying more advanced runtime systems:
○ see the proposal for Gaudi explaining advantages of HPX.

https://software.intel.com/en-us/node/506286
https://gitlab.cern.ch/gaudi/Gaudi/-/merge_requests/1067
https://indico.cern.ch/event/864980/contributions/3645338/attachments/1957319/3251807/Proposal.Gaudi.HPX.pdf

